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SWAGTRON Swagskate NG2 A.I.-Powered Electric Longboard with Hands-Free Control 
The thrill of a traditional longboard with none of the compromise. That’s the Swagskate NG2 electric longboard from SWAGTRON® in a nutshell. Dynamic, intuitive and 
simple, with the options you need to have the absolute best riding experience possible. No tricks. No gimmicks. Just a pure, exhilarating fun.

Experience the most advanced e-board deck we’ve ever developed. We’ve combined six layers of maple with two layers of bamboo to achieve the optimal blend of 
strength, flexibility and responsiveness in a lightweight design. The spacious 38.6-inch deck accommodates riders up to 220 pounds. But this alone is not what makes 
the NG2’s deck special.

The Joys of Hands-Free Riding 
Longboarding is all about balance and skill, getting in tune with the pavement. That doesn’t change just because we’ve attached a robust pair of powerful motors to the 
board. With the NG2, you’ll focus on what’s important — the road and the ride.

Intelligently designed balance and weight sensors deliver true longboard riding experience. The NG2 features an intuitive A.I.-powered somatosensory control 
system. It’s advanced technology that harkens back to traditional longboarding, letting you ride completely hands-free without the need for a remote. 

Simply lean forward on the front sensors to move forward and accelerate. Ready to slow down, stop or reverse? Just lean back. It’s that simple. The high-performance 
smart sensors are optimized and calibrated to register and respond to shifts in weight with pin-point accuracy and near-zero lag.

Specifications:
Net Weight: 20 lb. (9.1 kg) | Dimensions: 38.5 x 11 x 5.7 in. (980 x 280 x 145 mm) | Max. Load: 220 lb. (100 kg) | Deck Materials: maple (6 layers), bamboo (2 layers)  
| Wheels: ø90 x 52mm | Wheel Materials: PU |  Motor: 450W x 2 | Battery: 43.8V 3.1Ah (lithium-iron) | Charging Time: ~2 hours | Mile Range*: 11.8 mi (19 km) | 
Max. Speed*: 18 MPH / 30 km/h | Climbing Capacity*: 15˚ | Additional Features: somatosensory control system (body control), multiple riding/speed modes, wireless 
remote control

* Performance specs based on rider weight of 143 lb. (65 kg). Performance, including travel distance, climbing capacity and top speeds, will vary based on rider weight, pavement quality, wind speed, 
riding style and other factors.

Control in the Palm of Your Hand 
While we engineered the NG2 to be hands-free, we couldn’t ignore the countless riders who absolutely love using remote controls with their electric longboards. We 
could, however, improve the experience of using the remote  — which is exactly what we did. The NG2’s remote is designed to fit so naturally, you’ll forget that you’re 
holding it. That is, until you use it. And every aspect of the ride is controllable from the remote, from accelerating to switching riding modes. Hands-free or remote 
control: the choice is yours.  

WORD-CLASS SUPPORT
90-day limited warranty. Expert customer support specialists. Professional after-sales how-to and FAQ videos. Our relationship doesn’t end after we deliver your 
Swagskate NG2 electric longboard. If you have questions or concerns, simply reach out via phone, email or chat online to our support team — fully staffed in the U.S. 

Your Own Pace
Tailor the NG2 to fit your comfort level. First time on 
an e-longboard? Need some time get used to the 
controls? Use the full-featured remoted to switch 
riding modes and cap the top speeds until you’re 
ready for boosted adventure.

Built to Perform
Faster speeds. Tighter turns. Smoother motion. 
Robust dual rear motors deliver a massive amount 
of power, while the extra-large, extra-wide 
90x52mm wheels offer superior stability and 
maximize rider agility.   

Ride More, Charge Less
No power? No problem! The brushless motor lets 
you continue riding the NG2 with smooth coasting 
that feels as natural as riding a traditional board. 
And the fast-charging high-efficient Li-iron (LFP) 
battery fully recharges in ~2 hours.


